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 This report provides detailed information regarding the 2011/12 revenue 
budget for the Children and Families Department (C&F) including the 
impact of savings necessary to reach the agreed cash limit for the 
Department. 
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 This report considers the implications of the Government’s policy with 
regard to expanding the number of academies and free schools as set out 
within the White Paper ‘The Importance of Teaching’ published in 
November 2010 and the subsequent Education Bill 2011 published on 
26th January 2011. 
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Children and Young People 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee  

12 July 2011 

Report from the Director of Children 
and Families 

For Information  Wards Affected: All 

   

Report Title: Children and Families Revenue Budget – 2011/12 

 
 
 

1.0 Summary 
 
This report provides detailed information regarding the 2011/12 revenue 
budget for the Children and Families Department (C&F) including the 
impact of savings necessary to reach the agreed cash limit for the 
Department.  

 
 
2.0 Recommendations 
 
2.1 This report is for information; there are no recommendations contained in 

this report. 
 
 
3.0 Context and Background 
 
3.1 Brent Council made its decision on the 2011/12 budget on 28th February 

2011. The Council is required by law to set a balanced budget – one in 
which its spending is no greater than its expected funding. 
 

3.2 Setting the annual budget is always an important and challenging event 
but this year, at a time of economic difficulty and tightening public 
finances, the decisions that needed to be taken reflected some of the 
difficult discussions that had taken place over the previous few months as 
the scale of cuts forced on the Council became clear. 
 

3.3 Overall the council spends around £1 billion each year, about £100 million 
(10%) of which comes from Council Tax payers. Much of the remainder 
comes in the form of grants from Government and it is these grants that 
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were cut by an average 11.3% for 2011/12 and a further 7.4% for 
2012/13. The rest of the Council’s funding comes from charges that are 
paid directly by service users – for example, for sports facilities, parking, 
home help and meals on wheels. 
 

3.4 Despite severely falling government funding, the Council still has to meet 
rising costs due to inflation (currently 3.3%) and increased costs from: 

 
o A growing population – Brent’s population is now estimated to be 

significantly greater than the official government figure of 255,000; 

o More people with social care needs; 

o Increases in the amount the council needs to pay toward the cost 
of families in temporary accommodation; 

o Greater demand for benefits as a result of increased numbers of 
unemployed people; 

o Increased tax on the disposal of household waste - rising from £48 
to £56 per tonne from April 2011; 

o Additional costs of carbon emissions (a new tax costing more than 
£400,000 each year). 

 
3.5 In recent years, the council has saved three per cent of expenditure each 

year by becoming more efficient. The scale of the challenge for 2011/12 
and the following three years is far greater and this inevitably means 
difficult decisions and major changes to services. 
 
 

4.0  Children and Families Outturn and Pressures – 2010/11 
 

4.1 The department is currently finalising its outturn position for 2010/11 with 
an overspend of just under £400k, compared with a quarter 3 overspend 
forecast of £2.9m. The major pressure areas identified in the 2010/11 
budget were the cost of children’s placements for children in care at 
£2.0m overspend and the associated legal costs overspend of £650k. The 
number of looked after children (LAC) rose sharply in March 2010 to 376 
children, having been running at about 350 throughout the previous year. 
Much of the increase was for children in the age range 0- 12 with high 
numbers of these being the subject of court proceedings. Although the 
number of children coming through in the year has returned to normal 
levels there has not been a fall in the total of looked after children and the 
figure remains around the 376 level. The mix of independent and in-house 
foster carers has improved over recent months following a review of foster 
carers with a rise in the number of in-house foster carers from 81 to 95 
and a fall in independent foster carers. A number of other initiatives 
including preventative work are being undertaken as part of the One 
Council Programme. 
  

4.2 The improved outturn position was due to the Department actively 
offsetting the pressures through a number of measures including targeted 
use of SureStart grant, increasing charges to the schools budget for early 
years costs, and further cost saving initiatives including spending freezes 
on vacancies, agency and non-essential expenditure. 
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4.3 In setting the 2011/12 budget the Department therefore had the 

increased challenge of coping with severe spending pressures from 
2010/11 as well as the need to operate within a much reduced cash 
envelope due to reductions in the funding the Council receives from 
central government. 
 
 

5.0 Overall Savings requirement for 2011/12 and Strategic Approach 
Adopted 
 

5.1 In addition to reductions arising from the Council’s reduced general 
funding from central government, Children and Families also experienced 
major reductions in other specific grants it had received in 2010/11 and 
previous years. The overall saving requirement is set out in the following 
table: 

 
  Percentage 

Reduction 
(cumulative) 

 £000 % 
2010/11 Base Budget  69,721  
LESS: Departmental Savings 
Requirement 

10,372 14.9 

LESS: One Council Savings 1,569 17.1 
LESS: Loss of specific grants 2,049 20.1 
ADD: Growth (Children’s 
Social Care & CWD) 

2,100 17.1 

2011/12 Adjusted Budget 57,831  
 
 
 

5.2 This level of budget reductions has required Children and Families to 
fundamentally review how services to children and young people should 
be delivered now and in the future.  There needed to be immediate 
reductions in the cost base but in a strategically planned way that enable 
future transformation of services. 
 

5.3 Children & Families are committed to improving cost recovery and are 
developing to achieve full cost recovery from discretionary services.  This 
will be achieved in two ways. The first is ensuring appropriate and 
adequate funding from partners – ensuring that the Dedicated Schools 
Grant is used in appropriate areas and to cover full costs; and funding 
from other partners (NHS/Police) adequately recovers costs for the 
provided services. The second is in refining our discretionary services offer 
to schools; ensuring full cost recovery and sufficient financial commitment 
from schools for a period which makes continued service provision 
financially viable.  
 

5.4 In the service area of Children’s Social Care, Children and Families will 
deliver efficiencies over the next 4 years through a combination of the far 
reaching social care transformation programme and wider ranging 
restructuring within the division to streamline activities. The 
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transformation savings have a target of £1.8m and are intended to reduce 
to zero the placement overspend which has been a major contributor to 
the departmental overspend. There are a number of work streams but the 
most significant are:  

 
• foster placements (reducing dependence on expensive Independent 

Fostering Agency placements) at the same time as increasing “in-
house” Brent foster carers, 
  

• Residential care costs- working with providers to reduce the costs of 
residential care at the same time as trying to limit numbers of 
children and young people placed in residential units 
 

• Semi-independent-moving more 16yrs+ into semi independent 
accommodation with a view to reducing costs and freeing up foster 
placements, 
 

• Reducing non LAC costs-this focuses on reducing payments to 
adopters and other similar associated costs 

 
Unfortunately these savings are currently under pressure from rising LAC 
numbers which are continuing to push up placement costs as whole. 

 
5.5 Further savings of £1.2m are expected to be achieved through staffing 

reductions (re-structuring of child protection administration team, loss of 
Principal Officer, Looked After Children, Youth Offending Service 
reductions, loss of Social Work Assistants, loss of posts within the Crisis 
Intervention and Support Team, loss of administrators), reductions in 
support to Fostering and Adoption Panels and opportunities for selling 
approved adopters to other authorities. 

 
5.6 The savings plans for 2012/13 will build on the Transformation savings at 

the same time as looking for opportunities to rationalise the structure. 
 

 
6.0 Detailed Savings Plan 

 
6.1 Appendix A sets out the 2011/12 savings in more detail together with the 

relevant service impact and risk assessment. 
 

6.2 Children and Families had historically received a large number of specific 
grants many of which ceased for 2011/12. In addition a number of former 
Standards Funds Grants were transferred into the Dedicated Schools 
Grant and were therefore passed on directly to schools. Appendix B sets 
out grants that were mainstreamed into the DSG and any amounts that 
were approved by the Schools Forum to continue to be held centrally.  
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Contact Officers Mustafa Salih, Assistant Director – Strategic Finance 
 
Chesterfield House, 9 Park Lane, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 7RW. 
Tel: 020 8937 3191.  Fax: 020 8937 3023 
Email: Mustafa.salih@brent.gov.uk 
 
 
 
 
Krutika Pau 
Director of Children & Families 
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Appendix A

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES SAVINGS - 2011/12

Unit Item Service Impact Risks

Schools Traded Services 
and charging to the 
schools budget

Over the last three years C&F have reviewed charges to the schools 
budget rather than the general fund achieving £2.5m additional 
charges. Recent reviews have indicated that a further £1m can be 
charged mainly covering 3 children centres £860k.  Further savings are 
still being reviewed for future years.

1,000 Charging additional legitimate items in accordance with the relevant regulations but it does put additional pressure on 
the Schools Budget. This inevitably means that delegated funding for schools or other elements of the Schools Budget 
will come under pressure.

The Schools Budget is currently running with a cumulative overspend of 
£4.7m, which must be recovered over 2-3 years. This will inevitably 
mean pressure for reduced delegated funding for schools and reductions 
in other central areas of the Schools Budget.

Children's Centres Savings are to be achieved through a restructuring of the children 
centre teams £550k and a review of centrally commissioned services 
£450k. A further £700k from Sure Start central expenditure and £255k 
from the development of a child based funding formula for ongoing 
allocations to centres. In addition a further £190k from not starting the 
Sudbury, Cricklewood and Kingsbury centre and £105k from various 
schools taking responsibility for all maintenance and revenue costs of 
buildings. Any potential costs still need to be identified. 

2,250 Most of the services relating to this funding were previously grant funded.  Children's Centre cor activites have been 
reduced but still meet statutory requirements.  All services to families with young children are reduced.  Children 
Centre activities are reduced and focussed on the most disadvantaged albeit a small universal provision is maintained.  
Support for the PVI childcare sector is reduced.

There is a risk that quality of provision will be reduced however the 
restructuring has been managed in a way that limits the impact on the 
service and outcomes for children.

Social Care 
Transformation

A number of areas have been identified for reducing the costs of 
children in care and care leavers.  These include - increasing the 
number of Brent foster placements and decreasing the reliance on IFA 
placements; continuing to reduce both the number and unit cost of 
residential placements; reduce the cost of 18+ support;  reduce the 
costs of post LAC and costs to families with no recourse to public funds 
and the Youth Offending Service.

1,800 Accelerated development and increase of the in house fostering service.  There could be a higher risk to placement 
stability for LAC in attempting to keep children out of residential care.

Insufficient number of Brent foster placements to meet required needs, 
particularly for children with complex needs and sibling groups.

Children's Social Care 
Restructuring

Savings will be achieved through further rationalisation of the fostering 
and adoption service including their panels. Income will be generated 
through the sale of approved adopters. A rationalisation of the 
safeguarding service through streamlining the child protection 
conference process including a reduced contribution to the LSCB. In 
addition there will be a reduction to commitments against the care 
matters grant with a cessation of the support to the Young Carers 
Centre, reductions in the Youth Offending Service  and limited 
reductions in the Crisis Intervention Service and in unqualified staff in 
the localities social work teams.

1,300 The intention has been to protect front line services, however all of these reductions involve removing services to 
some vulnerable young people. These reductions have been managed in a way that limits the scale of service 
reductions and ensures that the those most vulnerable continue to receive services. 

There are delivery risks and service risks. Delivery risk include the 
possibility that there will be insufficient adopters available to sell. Service 
risks are related to the impact of reducing unqualified front line staff, YOS 
staff and services to young carers. The view however is that these risks 
can be contained. 

Children with Disabilities 
and SEN

Restructuring of short break provision involving the closure of the 
Crawford Avenue unit (£190k), cease Easter holiday play schemes 
(£20k), implementation of new continuing care framework placing 
additional financial responsibility on health services(£50k), reduction in 
SEN early years support (£40k). Decrease in core staffing for the 
Education Psychology Service and increased charging of non statutory 
services (£131k). 

431 � Reduction in provision of services currently delivered from short break units which should be partially mitigated by 
additional care in the home either through direct payments or agency care.  A limited number of children may require 
short breaks commissioned out of borough.
� Non availability of Council funded holiday play schemes at Easter; Summer holiday play schemes to continue.
� Some reductions in support for SEN in early years settings; service to parents through the Portage scheme to 
continue.
� Reductions in eductional psychology time available to be allocated to schools.

� Public  concern is high in relation to restructuring of short break 
provision.  Parents may not wish to take up alternative provisions and will 
use complaints procedure to address concerns.   Emergency placements 
may  not be able to be made in the remaining unit which could result in 
budget pressures for Commissioning and resources as alternative 
provisions will need to be made.  
� Loss of EPS posts may delay completion of statements resulting in 
more parent appealing to tribunal and using internal complaints 
procedures to address delays in process and the naming of schools.

2011/2012 
£'000
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Appendix A

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES SAVINGS - 2011/12

Unit Item Service Impact Risks2011/2012 
£'000

School Improvement 
Service

Increase in charges for the Music Service (£50k) and £483k from 
reduction of consultancy support and post deletions within the School 
Improvement Service.

533 Brent Music Service: Significant reduction to core budget, necessitating a review of charges.

SIS: Posts reduced or deleted and retirements include:
A Pre-exclusions Officer
A Aimhigher Coordinator
A Secondary ICT Consultant
A Head of Education Welfare Service
A Curriculum Adviser 14-19
A Gifted and Talented Coordinator
A Curriculum Adviser for ICT
A Centre Manager
A Primary and secondary consultants for English, mathematics and science

Significant reduction in capacity, leading to reduced service offer in the above areas and loss of specialist and 
experienced staff.

BMS: BMS has increased its charges for 2011-12, has secured 
additional buy-back and is in receipt of government grant. May begin 
trading across LA boundaries.

SIS: SIS able to cover aspects of most functions through restructuring of 
services and redistribution of responsibilities. However, reduced capacity 
for delivering services may have an adverse impact on the delivery of 
service level agreements from September 2011, with the risk of having to 
repay subscriptions to some schools if the services cannot be delivered 
to the required standard or in sufficient quantity to all schools. In addition, 
reduced advisory capacity may have an adverse impact on standards 
achieved by schools in those areas. 

Youth & Connexions Reductions in management staffing (£187k). 
Reduced provision at the Dennis Jackson centre, St. Raphael's Centre 
and Wembley Centre (£80K).  Reduction in Connexions personal 
advisor delivery contracts (£80K) and reduced contract for careers 
guidence (£200k).

546 Post deletions/reductions includes 1.6 Youth and Connexions Service managers, 2.7 Youth workers including 
sessional workers and 2 Connexions advisors contracted in 3 voluntary sector organisations.  The reduction in the 
careers guidence contract has resulted in a loss of 3.1 posts working with schools.. There will be a reduction of holiday 
and term time activities for young people from vulnerable backgrounds in the age range 8-19.  Reduction in Youth 
provision in Wembley, St. Raphael's and Dennis Jackson.  Former St. Raphael's project will merge with the Dennis 
Jackson Centre and will provide a reduced offer.

Potential adverse impact on the following outcomes;
� Younge people diverted from becoming involved in anit-social activities
and risk taking behaviors.
� Young people engaged in education, employment or training
� Young people participating in generic positive activities and gaining
recorded or accredited coutcomes

Various Ceasing a number of activities that had been funded via Area Based 
Grants that have ceased or had been part of ring-fenced grants for 
which the ring-fencing has been removed. These include: Extended 
Schools, School travel advisers, Choice Advisers, Sustainable Travel, 
Extended Rights for Free Travel, Positive Activities for Young people, 
Youth Opportunities Fund, Early Years Workforce, Early Years 
Sustainability and Children's Fund.

2,512 As most of these formerly grant funded activities related to services/projects/functions that were additional to core 
service provision, statutory and core functions are minimally impacted by these reductions.

Reduced resources in preventative projects and services may lead to 
increases in statutory expenditure in future years.

TOTAL 10,372
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Grants mainstreamed into the Dedicated Schools Grant Appendix B

Budget/Grant name
Mainstreamed 

Amount

Proposed 
Retained 
Amount

Final 
Amount 
approved 
by Schools 
Forum

Remainder 
for 

Distribution 
to Schools Method for Distribution to Schools

£ £ £ £

Mainstreamed grants

Extended Schools – Subsidy Grant 1,061,891 297,329 0 1,061,891 The grant will be distributed to schools via the Fair Funding Formula using the 
Free School Meals (FSM) measure. This is to ensure the funding is targeted to 
schools with the greatest needs.

Extended Schools – Sustainability Grant 1,025,202 236,000 50,000 975,202 The grant will continue to be distributed to schools using the existing basis which 
is coordinated centrally and then distributed through the locality partnerships.

Secondary Strategy – Targeted Support 
Grant

456,660 3,000 3,000 453,660 The grant contains various elements and is allocated based on pupil numbers for 
each element. The elements includes support for all schools, support for targeted 
schools, assessment for learning and leading teachers programme.

Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant 5,385,373 754,830 754,830 4,630,543 The grant is allocated based on the number of pupils under-achieving at national 
level, whose first language is not English and number of pupils eligible for free 
school meals from the same category.

One – To – One Tuition Grant 1,529,297 82,403 82,403 1,446,894 Based on 35% key stage 2, 35% key stage 3 and 30% key stage 4. All these 
take into account achievement below Level 2C, Level 4 and GCSE results below 
A* - C Including Maths and English

Primary Strategy  - Targeted Support 
Grant

999,386 279,393 279,393 719,993 The grant contains various elements. Allocation is based on schools meeting the 
criteria for each element. The elements include every child a reader, every child 
counts, every child a writer, support for all schools, support for targeted schools, 
communication language and literacy development, early years & foundation 
stage, primary leading teachers programme, behaviour & attendance (SEAL), 
assessment for learning, primary languages and mathematics specialist 
programme. 

Schools Development Grant 13,254,457 162,340 162,340 13,092,117 2007/08 base line and yearly percentage uplift per pupil. All these takes into 
account achievement below Level 2C, 

Schools Lunch Grant 460,209 52,288 0 460,209 70% of grant amount based pupil number and 30% based on number of pupil 
eligible for free school meal

Diploma Formula Grant 48,271 0 48,271 Allocated entirely to Capital City - only school in Brent delivering Year 11 
diplomas for the 14-19 Partnership next year.  

School Standards Grant 6,432,188 0 6,432,188 Pupil Numbers

SSG - Personalisation 2,703,706 0 2,703,706 DfE Formula based on pupil Numbers, FSM and low prior attainment

London Pay Addition 1,060,212 1,060,212 Weighted Pupil Numbers

Total 34,416,852 1,867,583 33,084,886
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Central Retention

Budget Proposed retained amount Final Amount 
approved by Schools 
forum

Remainder for distribution 
to schools

Description

Early Intervention 
Team

610,000 400,000 210,000 Services provided directly to schools to 
assist with common assessment and 
early identification processes for 
vulnerable children not reaching social 
care thresholds

Playing for Success 81,000 81,000 0 Supports the work of the Study 
Support Centre at Wembley Stadium

Schools Energy 
Adviser

45,000 0 45,000 Support and guidance to schools in 
reducing energy consumption and 
carbon impact

In addition to mainstreaming of grants, proposals were also considered by the Schools Forum for the funding of the following activities to 
be centrally retained by the local authority
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Children and Young People Overview 

and Scrutiny Panel 
 

12th July 2011 
 

Report from  
Director of Children & Families 

For Action  
 Wards Affected: 

ALL 

Report Title: The Implications of the Government’s policy 
on Academies and Free Schools 

 
1.0 Summary 
 
1.1 This report considers the implications of the Government’s policy with regard to 

expanding the number of academies and free schools as set out within the White 
Paper ‘The Importance of Teaching’ published in November 2010 and the 
subsequent Education Bill 2011 published on 26th January 2011. 

 
1.2 The report covers the following issues:- 

• The changes contained within the Education Bill 2011 and their impact on the 
current statutory responsibilities of local authorities with regard to the 
education and wellbeing of children. 

• The impact of the Education Bill 2011 on the council’s ability to deliver its 
wider responsibilities with regard to the health, safety and long-term wellbeing 
of local children. 

• The financial implications arising from changes to the funding of schools as a 
result of the government’s Academies and Free School programme and the 
Education Bill 2011. 

 
1.3 The Education Bill 2011 was introduced into the House of Commons on 26th January 

2011.  It received its second reading in the House of Commons on 8th February 2011 
and was passed on a vote.  It is now at the public committee stage of its passage.  
No date has yet been set for the Bill to receive assent.  The committee will be taking 
written evidence on the impact and implications of the Education Bill. 

 
1.3 This report does not cover in detail the proposals contained within the Education Bill 

2011 which are concerned with changes to teaching practice, curriculum or 
behaviour management. 

 
 
 
 
2.0 Recommendations 
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 Members of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee are recommended to:- 
 
2.1 endorse the council’s collaborative and inclusive approach to working with local 

schools within a mixed economy of provision to meet the needs of local children. 
 
2.2 Support the Local Government Association in its lobbying during the committee stage 

of the Education Bill with regard to:- 
• the central importance of local authorities in the strategic planning of school 

places and the regulation of fair admissions procedures. 
• the vital role of elected members as representative on schools governing 

bodies what ever their status. 
• the need for a fair funding allocation for all schools which does not 

disadvantage maintained schools in favour of academies and free schools. 
 

2.3 note the work of the One Council SEN project to develop a strategic and affordable 
approach to the provision and commissioning of appropriate SEN places. 

 
2.4 note the need to develop a more commercially viable approach to the future provision 

of school improvement services in the light of the provisions contained within the 
Education Bill which will significantly increase competition in this market. 

 
3.0 Detailed Considerations 
 
3.1 In November 2010 the Government published its White Paper on proposed reforms 

to the education system and teaching, including the intention to enable more schools 
to apply for Academy Status and provisions to enable groups to establish free 
schools.  The Education Bill 2011 is founded on the principles and proposals set out 
within the White Paper ‘The Importance of Teaching’.  Both the White Paper and the 
accompanying ‘Case for Change’ document are rooted in the belief that creating a 
more diverse range of education providers, free from central or local government 
control will drive up education standards, provide greater parental choice and 
increase accountability for educational achievement.  As evidence to support this 
analysis the government references a range of international studies where a state 
funded ‘free market’ in education provision has resulted in higher education 
outcomes being achieved and a narrowing of the attainment gap between 
disadvantaged children and the national average. 

 
3.2 The White Paper argues that increasing central and local government prescription 

and target setting has actually constrained the ability of schools to respond 
innovatively to the needs of their pupils and limited rather than improved education 
and teaching standards.  The overriding aim of the proposals are stated as ‘our 
direction of travel is towards schools as autonomous institutions collaborating with 
each other on terms set by teachers, not bureaucrats’.  In order to achieve this 
objective the Education Bill 2011 sets out the following proposals. 

 
 New Schools System 

• The Bill removes the duty on maintained and non-maintained schools to 
cooperate with local authorities to improve the wellbeing of local children and 
the duty to be represented within children’s trusts or partnerships. 

• Increases freedom and autonomy for all schools by removing unnecessary 
duties and burdens, and allowing all schools to choose for themselves how 
best to develop. 
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• Restores for all academies the freedoms they originally had while continuing 
to ensure a level playing field on admissions particularly in relation to children 
with special educational needs. 

• Ensures that the lowest performing schools, attaining poorly and in an Ofsted 
category of not improving are considered for conversion to become 
Academies to effect educational transformation. 

• Dramatically extends the academies programme, opening it up to all schools 
both secondary and primary as well as providers of alternative out of school 
services (Pupil referral units) and 16-19 establishments. 

• Provides schools with increased freedom to collaborate through academy 
chains and multi-schools trusts and federations. 

• Enables teachers and parents to set up new Free Schools to meet parental 
demand, especially in areas of deprivation. 

• Gives local authorities a strong strategic role as champions for parents, 
families and vulnerable pupils.  They will promote educational excellence by 
ensuring a good supply of high quality schools places, co-ordinating fair 
admissions and developing their own school improvement strategies to 
support local schools. 
 

School Improvement 
• Ends the requirement for every school to have a local authority school 

improvement partner (SIP) and ends the current centralised target setting 
process. 

• Increases the number of head teachers of excellent schools who are able to 
support other schools and develops ‘Teaching Schools’ to make sure that 
every school has access to highly effective professional development support. 

• Encouraging schools to learn from the best performing through the publication 
of local schools performance data. 

• Frees local authorities to provide whatever forms of improvement support they 
choose. 

• Enables poorly performing schools to convert to academy status. 
• Encourages local authorities and schools to bring forward applications to the 

new Education Endowment Fund for funding innovative projects to raise the 
attainment of deprived children in underperforming schools. 

• Introduces a new collaboration incentive, which financially rewards schools 
which effectively support a weaker school to demonstrably improve their 
performance. 

 
3.3 The proposals contained within the Education Bill 2011 are intended to significantly 

curtail any statutory right of local authorities to influence or intervene in the 
managerial operation of their local schools.  Local authorities have not had direct 
managerial control of schools since the introduction of local management of schools 
in 1988.  The Council’s education responsibilities are strategic in nature and are 
focused on meeting the needs of local children by ensuring they are able to fulfil their 
educational potential within a local education system that produces the right outcome 
for all children.  Councils do not run schools; they advise and support them and work 
collaboratively to provide a local education system.  The Council’s key strategic 
functions with regard to schools and education are to:- 

 
• Ensure that every child has access to a suitable education and plan the supply of 

school places within the borough to achieve this outcome. 
• Make sure that admissions processes are fair and that parents have a right of 

appeal 
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• Monitor standards and challenge and intervene where a maintained school is 
failing. 

• In partnership with schools, allocate the DSG which is ring-fenced for education. 
• In partnership with schools agree the proportion of the DSG which will be 

retained by the local authority for the provision of central services such as school 
improvement, SEN and out of school provision. 

• Ensure that children with special educational needs are provided with 
appropriate education provision and support. 

• Employ experts to provide additional support and challenge to schools 
• Develop and oversee the overall capital and infrastructure development 

programme including closure of schools where they are no longer needed or 
opening a new school where there is a need. 

• Assist schools in the management of buildings, resources and procurement. 
• Provide support to governing bodies and provide elected member representation 

on maintained schools governing bodies. 
 
3.4 The Schools White Paper reiterates these local authority responsibilities and states 

the Government intends to:- 
 
‘Give local authorities a strong strategic role as champions for parents, families and 
vulnerable pupils.  They will promote educational excellence by ensuring a good 
supply of high quality school places; co-ordinating fair admissions and developing 
their own school improvement strategies to support local schools’. 

 
3.5 Within this framework maintained schools are managerially autonomous within the 

nationally prescribed education legislation.  The freedom being offered to schools 
who choose to convert to academy status is freedom from the national curriculum, 
national pay and conditions for teachers and the national inspection regime.   
Academies are not maintained by local authorities and will receive funding directly 
from Government via the new Education Funding Agency (EFA). 

 
3.6 The key issues arising from the Education Bill are not related to a loss of local 

authority operational control over local schools but the degree to which if a large 
number of Brent schools become academies, how this will impede our ability to 
effectively discharge our continued strategic responsibility to provide all children with 
access to a suitable school place and meet the needs of the most vulnerable children 
within the borough.  Specifically the concerns raised by the Education Bill are:- 

 
• What influence will local authorities continue to have over academies and 

Free Schools to increase and manage the supply and distribution of local 
school places across the borough? 

• The removal of the duty to cooperate with local partners and the authority to 
improve the well being of local children could lead to a fragmented, 
inconsistent and unequal pattern of school provision and associated services 
with those most vulnerable children being excluded from opportunities. 

• In a free market of schools provision how will issues of over capacity or failure 
of a provider be dealt with to ensure efficient use of education resources 
across the whole sector.  If there is no local coordinating role overseeing the 
development of provision resources could be inappropriate or inefficiently 
used.  Past experience has shown that failure of an autonomous school is still 
considered to be within the responsibility of the local authority. 

• What financial impact will an increase in academies directly funded from 
central government have on the residual dedicated schools grant? 
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• Is it realistic to continue to provide school improvement services when high 
performing academies will have a financial incentive to provide these services 
to other schools? 

• Academies are not required to have local Member representation on their 
governing bodies which represents a loss of legitimate democratic input to the 
decision-making of schools and a wider perspective on the needs of the local 
community and area. 

• With a growing demand for a broad range of SEN provision within the 
borough what influence will local authorities retain with regard to academies 
to develop and provide suitable SEN places? 

• Aside from the managerial and curriculum freedoms available to schools who 
become academies the primary incentive is clearly financial.  Academy 
schools will receive a higher per pupil funding allocation directly from the 
Government without paying a contribution to the centrally provided LA 
services (school improvement, out of schools provision, SEN and early 
intervention).  If a critical number of schools elect to become academies and 
this central portion of the dedicated schools grant is diminished as a result the 
financial viability of retaining these vital services for the remaining maintained 
schools will be seriously undermined.  This will undoubtedly encourage other 
schools to opt for academy status and limit the ability of the local authority to 
deliver its wider statutory responsibilities. 

• The Council provides, in collaboration with local schools a range of additional 
services to support the development and well being of local children.  These 
include extended schools services, health care, the common assessment 
process and children’s centres.  These are vital to enabling the most 
disadvantaged children to thrive and benefit educationally.  Withdrawal of 
schools support to these services would seriously impact on our preventative 
approach to children with additional needs, undermine our ability to address 
child poverty and actually widen the gap in educational attainment. 

 
The Brent Context. 

3.7 Over the past ten years Brent has enjoyed a positive, collaborative relationship with 
local schools which has produced a dramatic improvement in local educational 
achievement.  The borough performs well above national average at GCSE level 
despite the social and economic deprivation experienced by many local children.  We 
are accustomed to working in a mixed economy of education provision, with a broad 
family of schools which include Foundation Schools, Academies and maintained 
schools.  The services provided by the School Improvement Service are well used 
and valued.  The Schools Forum which advises on the allocation of DSG for centrally 
provided items has worked constructively on the collective funding of early 
intervention services, out of schools provision and SEN.  The 14-19 Partnership 
ensures that there is co-ordination of the curriculum across local schools to reflect 
diversity and choice within provision. 

 
3.8 Wider partnership arrangements have embedded a consistent approach to early 

intervention and the common assessment framework with lead professionals funded 
by schools supporting our approach to safeguarding and child protection.  The five 
locality boards draw together professionals from teaching, health care and social 
care to ensure that services to children are relevant to the needs of their area.   
These collaborative arrangements have made more effective use of our joint 
resources, provided integrated services for children with complex needs and reduce 
the need for more expensive interventions latter in a young person’s life. 
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3.9 This collaborative approach regardless of the status of a school is a strength in Brent 
and while the statutory basis for such joint working is undermined by the Education 
Bill it should not automatically prevent its continuation.  Since the passing of the 
Academies Bill in July 2010 there has not been a marked increase in the number of 
Brent schools expressing an interest in becoming academies.  To date two schools 
have been approved for Academy conversion – JFS and Claremont High – and 2 
others are considering the possibility of conversion.  It is likely that many schools are 
still awaiting final clarification on the financial implications of not becoming an 
academy prior to making a decision.  It is more likely that secondary schools will 
consider it financially necessary to convert to academy status rather than primary 
schools. 

 
3.10 Our inclusive partnership approach is a strength on which we should build.  It is a 

reality that some schools will decide to become academies and that growth in future 
provision will be through the creation of new academies.  Maintaining an open 
dialogue with head teachers and governors will be vital in establishing a shared set of 
priorities and objectives for the borough, which can be achieved regardless of the 
status of individual schools.  A pragmatic approach that seeks to balance the 
aspirations of schools with the local needs of children and parental preferences will 
be more productive than active dissuasion.  Such dialogue will depend on the 
perceived and actual value of working collaboratively with the council, the quality of 
school improvement services available and engaging schools on issues affecting the 
wider community and borough. 

 
 School Improvement Service  
3.11 Our school improvement service is well regarded by local schools and through 

successful collaboration has significantly raised the standard of local education 
provision and the achievement of Brent children.  The service is funded from an 
element of the DSG and a trading basis with schools, although the full costs of the 
service are not completely recouped by the current fees.  In addition the council 
provides a number of support functions such as finance, HR and legal advice which 
are not fully charged for as part of the collaborative partnership established with local 
schools. 

 
3.12 The Education Bill removes the requirement for local schools, either maintained or 

academies to be part of the local schools improvement partnership.  Increasingly 
local schools will be encouraged to form improvement chains or federations with 
outstanding schools financially incentivised to provide support services to other 
schools.  While local authorities can chose to provide a school improvement service it 
will in future be on a completely commercial basis within a free market of provision 
which will include other schools, private provides and charitable institutions. 

 
3.13 The continued viability of local authority school improvement functions will depend on 

our ability to provide a competitive, excellent range of support services.  Work is 
currently taking place to review the package of services provided, which will include 
not only traditional educational improvement but added value activities such as joint 
procurement opportunities, legal advice, utilities, facilities management, HR and 
capital project management.  The council is well placed to provide these high value 
professional services in a more cost effective way than the private sector but it will 
require us to develop a more commercial relationship with local schools than has 
been the case in the past. 

 
3.14     The requirement for a LEA governor to serve on maintained schools governing 

bodies has been removed.  The LEA governor provides a link between each 
individual school and the local authority which allows them to spot early warning 
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signs of failure or other difficulties.  LEA governors are not employees of the local 
authority but are often parents or elected members and represent the local 
community.  The LGA will be calling on the government during the Committee Stage 
of the Bill to reintroduce the requirement for such representation on governing 
bodies. 

 
 Ensuring a sufficient supply of school places 
3.15 The Education Bill poses a particular challenge to our ability to deliver a sufficient 

number of school places.  There is a growing shortage of school places within the 
borough with the demand for places forecast to increase at both primary and 
secondary ages.  At present the local authority has the power to instruct existing 
maintained schools to expand provision, although this is rarely used.  Our approach 
to-date has been to collaborate with schools to manage expansion of places in line 
with the forecast demand and in a manner consistent with the wider development 
framework for the borough.  Local authorities are well-placed to take a strategic view 
of place planning with access to relevant demographic data within the context of the 
broader regeneration and development plans for the area. 

 
3.16 With an increase in the number of existing schools becoming academies and new 

Free Schools it is unclear how this strategic place planning function will be delivered 
consistently.  During the consultation period on the White Paper the Local 
Government Association lobbied the Government to formally provide Councils with a 
commissioning responsibility for local school provision within a mixed economy of 
providers.  This would have meant the local authority retaining its role of distributing 
education funding locally but still enabling more schools to convert to academies.  
However this is not the case and funding for free schools and academies will be 
allocated by the newly created central Education Funding Agency (EFA) under the 
control of the Secretary of State. 

 
3.17 The Education Bill does not enable the council to control the creation, distribution or 

range of school places available within the borough and is unclear how issues of over 
capacity in a particular institution will be dealt with to ensure a balanced supply of 
provision across the area and the efficient use of resources. This has wider 
implications for the overall planning and infrastructure of the borough and the linking 
of schools provision to designated growth areas with suitable transport services. 

 
3.18 The Education Bill states that where a local authority identifies the need for a new 

school they must first seek to establish this school as an academy and ask for 
Secretary of State approval for the establishment of a new school.  Such approval is 
required prior to the local authority seeking competitive bids for the establishment of 
the school.  Further to this the bids from providers seeking to establish an academy 
will be considered by the Secretary of State and only where none of these are 
considered suitable will bids for community or foundation schools be considered by 
the local authority.  This provision creates a presumption that in the future all new 
schools will be established as academies, regardless of the local preferences of 
parents or the need to retain a diversity of provision within an area.  It is at odds with 
the government’s stance on localism and restricts the ability of local communities to 
decide what type of school is established in their area. 

 
 
 
 
 SEN Provision 
3.19 There is increasing demand for a range of SEN provision within the borough at both 

primary and secondary ages.  While there are a number of high quality special 
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schools within the borough the ability to expand provision on these sites is limited. 
Work is currently focused on identifying capacity to increase places through 
partnership arrangements between special schools and mainstream schools through 
‘satellite’ services but this is clearly dependant on suitable space and capital.  The 
loss of BSF funding had a major impact on our approach to increasing in borough 
SEN places.   

 
3.20 At present a significant proportion of our out of borough SEN placements are in 

maintained schools in other boroughs.  This supply of places may come under 
pressure from these schools converting to academy status or through increased 
demand from within their own local authorities’ as their available supply of places 
contracts.  The One Council project on SEN is developing a strategic approach to 
future provision of SEN which will need to be based on a collaborative approach with 
local schools if we are to avoid becoming dependant on expensive out of borough 
independent provision and the associated transport costs. 

 
3.21 The government is consulting on a Green Paper on special educational needs policy 

and the future roles and responsibilities of local authorities in this area. 
 
4.0 Financial implications 
 
4.1 The government will be consulting on proposals for a new national education funding 

formula, this will include a timetable for implementation and any transitional 
measures required.  The Bill proposes the establishment of a new executive agency 
under the Secretary of State, the Education Funding Agency (EFA) to replace the 
abolished YPLA.  The EFA will be responsible for direct funding of academies and 
16-19 education provision.  Where the majority of schools within an area are local 
authority maintained schools this funding will continue to go through the local council.  
This is a welcome provision although the separation of 16-19 funding which could be 
included within the DSG without the need for the EFA as an intervening agency  
could lead to fragmentation. 

 
4.2 However prior to the implementation of this national funding formula the Academies 

Bill Impact Assessment proposes that funding for the next two years will be provided 
from a top slice of £413m from the formula grant to all local authorities.  This is non 
schools funding.  The Impact Assessment further states that each school that 
becomes an academy should represent a saving to the local authority of £103,000 in 
support costs.  However for many councils the savings will be negligible because 
economies of scale will mean that a few schools becoming academies will not reduce 
costs on this scale.  For the financial year 2011/12 Brent’s mainstream revenue 
funding was reduced by approximately £1m to contribute towards the national 
funding of the Academies programme.  This figure was not calculated on the basis of 
the number of schools that actually converted to academy status and therefore the 
local tax payer has become liable for funding the national programme for academy 
and free schools regardless of the local status and preferences of Brent schools and 
parents. 

 
4.3 The proposed interim funding formula   runs counter to local choice and discretion.  

The Local Government Association is making representations at the Public 
Committee regarding this provision and is lobbying for central government to recoup 
the funding for each new academy on an individual basis.  Brent Council, in 
collaboration with other London authorities, has instigated judicial review proceedings 
challenging the application of the interim funding formula. 
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4.4 The above reduction in funding is in addition to the potential impact on the dedicated 
schools grant.  At present the Schools Forum agrees each year to allocate 
approximate 12% of the DSG for the provision of central items.  The dedicated 
schools grant is £233m of which £28m is allocated to the council for the provision of 
central services. 

 
4.5 In line with the move to make schools more financially autonomous local authorities 

will also lose their clawback mechanism from next year.  This allows them to recover 
unspent money from school bank accounts.  Guidance on clawback powers and the 
level of underspend deemed to be excessive is to be reviewed. 

 
 
5.0 Staffing Implications 
 
5.1 There are no staffing implications arising directly from this report  
 
 
6.0 Diversity Implications 
 
6.1 The implications arising from the Education Bill for the continued diversity and 

equality of schools and children’s services within Brent are significant.  While the 
stated intent of the Bill is to encourage choice, diversity and equality within education 
the actual mechanisms available to achieve these objectives are largely left to the 
pressure of a free market of providers to respond to local demand.  The funding 
formula proposed by central government may incentivise schools to convert to 
academies, impacting upon the resources available for maintained schools and 
potentially disadvantaging children with the most complex educational needs. 

 
 
7.0 Legal Implications 
 
7.1 Colleagues within Legal Services are currently considering the detailed legal 

implications of the Education Bill 2011. 
 
Phil Newby 
Director of Strategy, Partnership and Improvement 
 
Krutika Pau 
Director for Children and Families 
 
Rik Boxer 
Assistant Director Achievement & Inclusion 
 
Contact Officer Cathy Tyson 
Assistant Director of Policy 
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